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DISCLAIMER

This presentation has been prepared exclusively for the purpose of the analyst meeting held on this 23rd September 2019 concerning 
Alteo Limited (the “Company”). This presentation contains only summary information and does not purport to be comprehensive. 
Participants are recommended to read the Company’s latest published condensed unaudited financial statements available on the
Company’s website (www.alteogroup.com). The Company has used all reasonable endeavours to provide accurate information in this 
presentation. In the event of a discrepancy between this presentation and the published condensed unaudited financial statements, the 
latter shall prevail. However, no responsibility whatsoever shall be accepted by the Company, its shareholders, directors, and officers for 
any prejudice resulting from reliance upon the information contained in this presentation.

This presentation contains statements related to our future business and financial performance and future events or developments
involving Alteo that may constitute “forward-looking statements”. These statements may be identified by words such as "expect", "look
forward to", "anticipate", "intend", "plan", "believe", "seek", "estimate", "will", "project" or words of similar meaning. Such forward-looking
statements are by their nature based on the current expectations and certain assumptions of Alteo's management, and are, therefore,
subject to certain risks and uncertainties. A variety of factors, many of which are beyond Alteo's control, may affect Alteo's operations,
performance, business strategy and results and could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Alteo to be materially
different from any future results, performance or achievements that may be expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements or
anticipated on the basis of historical trends.

Alteo neither intends, nor assumes any obligation, to publicly or otherwise update or revise these forward-looking statements in light of
developments which differ from those anticipated.

Alteo makes no representation whatsoever about the opinion or statements of any analyst or other third party. Alteo does not monitor or
control the content of third party opinions or statements and does not endorse or accept any responsibility for the content or the use of
any such opinion or statement.

http://www.alteogroup.com/
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EU MARKET SUGAR PRICES – MAURITIUS (ex MSS)

• Excludes support measures from Government

GLOBAL SUGAR SURPLUS/ DEFICIT
Million’ tons
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GROUP FINANCIAL REVIEW



Rs’ M June  2019 June 2018 % Change

Revenue 8,997 8,176 10%

Normalised EBITDA 1,868 1,934 (3%)

EBITDA 2,104 2,302 (9%)

Impairment (1,626) -

(Loss)/Profit after tax (1,082) 702 (254%)

EPS (Rs) (2.58) 1.25 (306%)

DPS (Rs) 0.67 0.78 (14%)
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INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30
Higher revenue 

recorded by eastern 
African sugar 

operations and the 
property cluster

Asset impairment charges 
within the sugar and energy 

clusters

Better performance of 
the property cluster 

offset those of the Sugar 
and energy clusters



(LOSS)/PROFIT ALLOCATED BY CLUSTER (in Rs’ M)
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Sugar Energy Property

2019 2018

Sugar: Drop in results largely attributable to
impairment of assets in Mauritian sugar operations

Energy: Down as a result of impairment of asset in CEL
which ceased operation in December 2018, but better
performance on a normalised basis

Property: Improved performance resulting from higher
property sales revenue recognition by Anahita Estates
Ltd
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SUGAR CLUSTER (LOSS)/PROFIT (in Rs’ M)
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Mauritius Tanzania Kenya

2019 2018

Mauritius: Lower price environment together with
lower volume produced mainly due to poorer yields

Tanzania: Positive impact of additional production and
sales volumes was offset by an adverse consumable
biological assets fair value movement

Kenya: Significantly higher production and sales
volumes were achieved in Kenya as a result of an
enhanced sugar cane availability. Higher average prices
on the domestic market also contributed to the
improved results

Mauritius (Rs M) 2019 2018

Reported loss (1,811) (15)

Non recurring items (363) (439)

Impairment 1,430 -

Normalised loss (744) (454)
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IMPAIRMENT

Sugar Energy Total

Property Plant and equipment 791 123 914

Bearer biological assets 320 - 320

Spare parts 26 47 73

Assets held for sale 293 - 293

Receivables 26 - 26

1,456 170 1,626



EVOLUTION OF NET DEBT, EBITDA AND NET 
DEBT/EBITDA

Group gearing stood at 27% at 
June 30 2019

NET DEBT BY COMPANY (in Rs’ M)
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SHORT TO MEDIUM TERM

ANALYST MEETING
SUGAR OUTLOOK

• Mauritian sugar operations will continue to be affected by adverse
price conditions on the world market even if signs of an
improvement are evident in EU

• Will remain heavily dependent on cash generated from the sale of
land to fund operational losses

• Alteo Agri has embarked on an ambitious three year plan to
reduce the cost of production of cane from $43 to $32/ ton

• Government yet to come forth with a longer term reform of the
industry – including a comprehensive biomass framework

• Kenya - An enhanced sugar cane availability will continue to
benefit operations as area under cane continues to develop

• Tanzania - Fairly stable despite a slightly lower yield observed to
date
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ENERGY OUTLOOK

• Reduced tariff upon contract extension together with higher
depreciation charge for Alteo Energy Ltd and no contribution from
Consolidated Energy Ltd will adversely affect results

• Results of Helios Beau Champ, our joint venture solar farm, have
been encouraging to date and are expected to contribute further
to the cluster’s results in the future

• New power plant project – being redesigned given the risk on the
long term availability of bagasse
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PROPERTY OUTLOOK

• Positive trend in the property cluster results is expected to be
sustained as the construction of off-plan villas progresses

• Two residential morcellement projects (Mont Piton II at Piton and
Balnea II at Trou D’eau Douce) recently launched with encouraging
sales rate to date

• Non-core land sales plan for 2019/20 received positive response
from the market
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Q & A



THANK YOU

Alteo Limited – Head Office

Vivéa Business Park, St Pierre, 81430, Mauritius

Phone: (230) 402 9050

Fax: (230) 432 0729

info@alteogroup.com


